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Summary

In July 2017 Mercian Archaeological Services CIC undertook a Ground
Penetrating Radar (GPR) Survey in St Helen’s Church in Ashby de la Zouch, on
behalf of Ashby St Helen’s as part of a Heritage Lottery Funded Project. The survey
was designed to locate subterranean vaults underneath the Chancel and Hastings
Chapel, which were recorded in historic records, a photograph, and by historic
account of members of the community.
The GPR survey detected at least 2 vaults; one beneath the chancel and the
second beneath the Hastings chapel, with a third possibly vaults was likely to be
located in the southern part of the Hastings chapel.
Alongside the search for the vaults Mercian Archaeological Services CIC also
undertook a measured survey of the outline of the interior and exterior of the church to
produce an accurate plan of the church.
This was used to investigate the alignment of the church, and to enable a phased
plan to be produced and a highly accurate plan of the church building to aid in
interpretation.
During the survey artefacts in the form of ceramics were recorded in the structure
of the church building (notably in the tower and Hastings chapel).
The integrated geophysical and topographic survey was also designed as a
community archaeology project. Volunteers undertook all elements of the fieldwork
under the supervision of Mercian staff. Training was received on equipment,
methodology and fieldwork logistics. The project was not only successful in achieving
the brief, it was also extremely successful as an example of community engagement
and public training.
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1. Project location, topography and geology

The Church of St Helen’s is located in the town of Ashby de la Zouch. The
church is situated to the north of the Scheduled Monument of Ashby Castle. It
forms part of the Ashby de la Zouch Conservation Area. “Ashby de la Zouch is a
market town of 12,335 people*, which takes the second part of its name from the
La Zouch family whom held the castle and the manor from circa 1160 to 1399.
The town is located 28km north-west of Leicester, 20km south of Derby and
some 8 km to the west of Coalville… [* Mid -1998 Estimate : Leicestershire
County Council]”. (Ashby de la Zouch Conservation area appraisal and study.
North West Leicestershire District Council 2001, p2).
https://www.nwleics.gov.uk/files/documents/ashby_de_la_zouch_conservation_a
rea_appraisal_and_study/Ashby%20de%20la%20Zouch%20Conservation%20A
rea%20Appraisal%20and%20Study.pdf - accessed 30/01/2019).
The Leicestershire and Rutland Churches website opens with the following
description of Ashby de la Zouch:
”With a population over 12,000 Ashby is a small market town in the northwest of
the county of Leicestershire. It was once the largest town in the area but nearby
Coalville became its larger rival in the 19th century. It is famous for its fine castle
ruins (under the care of English Heritage) and was once a Victorian Spa town.
The name ‘Ashby’ means ‘Ash tree farm’ or ‘Ash tree settlement’ and derives
from the Danes who settled in the area from the mid 8th century. The rest of the
town’s name is derived from the Norman French when the town became into the
possession of the La Zouche family during the reign of Henry III.”
(https://www.leicestershirechurches.co.uk/ashby-de-la-zouch-st-helen
- accessed 20/01/2019)

1.1. Project Location
The site is located at St Helen’s Church, Ashby de-la-Zouch, Leicestershire (SK
36087 16770).
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Figure 1: Site Location. Map data © 2019. Google. Imagery © 2019. Google
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Figure 2: Immediate site location on aerial photography. Imagery © 2018 Google. Map Data © 2018
Google.

The topographic survey was undertaken both internally and externally of the church,
in order to record the church footprint, and outside in the churchyard. The Ground
Penetrating Radar Survey was undertaken entirely within the church building.

1.3 Geology
1.3.1. Bedrock
The British Geological Survey gives the following description for the bedrock at the
site of St Helen’s Church when mapped at 1:50 000 scale:
“Wingfield Flags - Sandstone. Sedimentary Bedrock formed approximately 318 to 319
million years ago in the Carboniferous Period. Local environment previously
dominated by swamps, estuaries and deltas.
Setting: swamps, estuaries and deltas. These sedimentary rocks are fluvial,
palustrine and shallow-marine in origin. They are detrital, forming deposits reflecting
the channels, floodplains and deltas of a river in a coastal setting (with periodic
7
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inundation from the sea)” (BGS.ac.uk - accessed 26/03/2018).

1.3.2. Superficial

No Superficial Geology is recorded at the site (BGS.ac.uk - accessed 26/03/2018).

2. Archaeological and Historical Background

2.1 Prehistoric to Early Medieval

The derivation of the place-name Ashby is “farmstead or village where Ash trees
grow”, from the Old English ‘aesc’ or Old Scandinavian ‘askr’ (for Ash tree), along
with the name ending ‘by’ (for farmstead of village). The manorial affix ‘de la
Zouch’ comes from the De la Zouch family, here from the 13th century (Mills 2003,
p 20).
2.2. Medieval

Ashby was present in 1066, and was recorded in the Domesday Book in the
year 1086. The Domesday Book entry for Ashby lists the following:
“Ivo holds 14c. of land in Ashby from Hugh.
Land for 10 ploughs. In lordship 1; 2 slaves.
8 villagers with a priest, 6 freemen and 4 smallholders have 6 ploughs.
Woodland 1 league long and four furlongs wide for 100 pigs.
The value was 10 s; now 40s.” (Morris 1979, p20).
c= Carucate. A carucate or carrucate was a medieval unit of land area which
related to the amount of land a plough team of eight oxen could till in a single
8
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annual season.
“It is probable, however, that occupation had occurred in the Anglo-Saxon period
and it is believed the central area was originally two separate settlements - the
nucleus of one in the valley beside the Gilwiskaw Brook and the other a linear
settlement on the hill centred on Wood Street (Leicestershire County Council,
1971, p8). The hill site became contiguous with the parish church of St. Helen's
and the castle; the latter being established by the Beaumonts, the Earls of
Leicester in the middle years of the twelfth century on the site of a timber Norman
manor house (Pevsner and Williamson, 1992, p80; English Heritage, 1993b,
p16-17)”…
”Ashby’s strategic cross-roads location lent itself to passing trade and the market
was established between the two early settlements with the acquisition of a
market charter in 1219. Ashby may even have acquired Borough status by 1330
(Beckett, 1988, p60). The early medieval core is now represented by the area
between the parish church/the castle and lower Market Street. Running parallel
to the rear of Market Street; South Street and North Street would have provided
access to field areas beyond; the previous name of North Street as Back Lane
(on John Woods Map of Ashby de la Zouch of 1837) reflecting this former
function. Burgage plots ran the full depth between Market Street and its parallel
streets, upon which rows of houses/workshops - 'the Courts' - were constructed
in the medieval and post-medieval periods. Some thirty-two courts in total were
established within the central core (Leicestershire County Council, 1971, p13).
The court buildings provided accommodation for skilled craftsmen…
“During the medieval period the castle… was one of the chief influences on
the town's development. In 1462, William Lord Hastings was granted the manor
and between 1474 and 1483(1) undertook a series of building works to the castle;
including the erection of the 'Hastings Tower'; to create a fortified structure (Hillier,
2000, p11-14). A substantial re-building of the Parish Church of St Helen's… also
occurred during this period (Pevsner and Williamson, 1992, p79)”.
(Ashby de la Zouch Conservation area appraisal and study. North West
Leicestershire

District

Council

2001,

p3-4).

https://www.nwleics.gov.uk/files/documents/ashby_de_la_zouch_conservation_a
rea_appraisal_and_study/Ashby%20de%20la%20Zouch%20Conservation%20A
rea%20Appraisal%20and%20Study.pdf - accessed 30/01/2019).
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2.3. Ashby St Helens Church
The Domesday Book suggests the presence of a church in Ashby, with a Priest
being mentioned (Morris 1979, p20). A list of vicars continuous from 1200 also
suggests this to be the case (Williams 1980 pp. 19–20).
St Helens Church Ashby de la Zouch is a listed building, number 1188344. The
Historic England listing entry describes the church exterior in the following way:
“The 4-stage Perpendicular tower has diagonal buttresses with gabled offsets,
embattled parapet and corner pinnacles added in 1886. The 4-centred west doorway
has carved spandrels, and moulded surround with shields and hood mould. The
4-light transomed west window has a steeply pointed arch. The second stage has
cusped windows and in the third stage is a large sundial with iron gnomon and painted
but faded numerals, and north clock face. The upper stage has only single-light bell
openings, with louvres. The nave has 2-light square-headed clerestorey windows,
although they are not visible externally. C19 outer aisles have diagonal buttresses,
blind tracery to embattled parapets and 3-light and 4-light Perpendicular windows. In
the westernmost bay of each aisle is a doorway with crocketed ogee hood mould. The
chancel has diagonal buttresses, coped gable with pinnacles, and Perpendicular
5-light east and 3-light south windows with intersecting tracery. The south chapel, with
embattled parapet, has a 5-light east and 3-light south window. The north chapel (now
vestry and organ chamber) has an embattled parapet similar to the aisles. Its near
full-height 5-light cambered east window is transomed, and is blocked in the lower
part of the upper main lights.”
(https://historicengland.org.uk/listing/the-list/list-entry/1188344

-

accessed

30/01/2019)
It also describes the interior in the following manner:
“The nave, chancel arch and arch to south chapel have octagonal piers and polygonal
responds of C14 type, but embellished with panelled tracery and brattished capitals
that suggest late C15 remodelling. The tower arch has similar capitals, and beneath
the tower is a star vault. The shallow 6-bay tie-beam nave roof has moulded timbers
and is on shield corbels, and incorporates three large foliage bosses. Lean-to roofs of
the inner aisles have moulded timbers, but only the south is medieval. The north has
brackets, one dated 1626. The south aisle retains an ogee-headed piscina. Outer
10
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aisles have 4-bay arcades with octagonal piers. The chancel has a C19 5-bay
arched-brace roof on angel corbels. In the south wall are trefoil-headed sedilia and
ogee-headed piscina. The south chapel retains the cambered tie beams of its
medieval roof, but the remainder of the timber was replaced in 1963-64. Outer aisles
have plastered walls and continuous sill band. The remaining walls have been
stripped of plaster. Floors are 1970s stone paving, with wood floors below pews”.
(https://historicengland.org.uk/listing/the-list/list-entry/1188344

-

accessed

30/01/2019)
The listing also presents the history of the current building:
“A large town church in an important location close to the castle. The core of nave and
chancel is C14 but the church was enlarged from 1474 at the expense of William,
Lord Hastings, creating an ambitious late medieval town church comprising an aisled
nave with tower, and chancel with chapels. The roof of the inner north aisle is dated
1626. Further enlargement was undertaken 1878-80 by J.P. St Aubyn (1815-95),
architect of London who was responsible for numerous church restorations. The
contractor was G.H. Lilley, the cost of work £16,000. St Aubyn added the outer nave
aisles, and the north chapel was converted to a vestry and organ chamber. The nave
roof was repaired in 1912 by A.R. Powys, working with SPAB.”
(https://historicengland.org.uk/listing/the-list/list-entry/1188344 - accessed 30/01/2019)

2.4. Burials in the chancel or vaults

A list of the burials of the Hastings family burials in the church including in the
vaults and chancel from 1562 onwards is shown in figures 3 to 5 below. This list came
from the Leicestershire Burial record as found in ‘Find my Past’. The research was
undertaken for this project by Tracey Handley, acting as a volunteer.
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Figure3: Part 1 of 3. Index of the Hastings family burials,Vaults and Chancel burials. Words blackened
out are added by the author to in square brackets to enable reading- based on the work of Tracey
Handley
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Figure4: Part 2 of 3. Continuation of the index of the Hastings family burials,Vaults and Chancel burials.
Words blackened out are added by the author to in square brackets to enable reading- based on the work
of Tracey Handley
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Figure5: Part 3 of 3. Continuation of the index of the Hastings family burials,Vaults and Chancel burials.
Words blackened out are added by the author to in square brackets to enable reading- based on the work
of Tracey Handley
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3. Previous Archaeological Work

An Historic Environment Record search undertaken for this project and provided
by Leicestershire County Council on 27th March 2018, revealed 18 records of previous
archaeological work within 200m of site centred SK 360 167. But no work undertaken
with regard to searching for or identifying the vaults.

4. Research Aims and Objectives

The project ties in with Research Objective 7G - Estates, architecture and
power: investigate the relationship between castles and great houses and their
estates, as specified in East Midlands Heritage- An Updated Research Agenda
and Strategy for the Historic Environment of the East Midlands. (Knight and
Vyner et al).

5. Methodology

5.1. Topographic survey methodology

5.1.1. Equipment
The survey was undertaken using a differential survey grade Global Positioning
System (GPS), combined with Electronic Distance Measuring Total Station. The GPS
system used was a Leica GPS Viva enabled to use Smartnet technology. This GPS
system operates using Differential GPS (DGPS), where corrections are made
instantaneously to errors in the location data received in the field from satellites. The
GPS device was set to record static points, and the Total Station was used to allow
recordings where satellite link was absent as recommended in Ainsworth, S. &
Thomason, B. (2003). The DGPS device is mounted on a 2-metre-high carbon fibre
15
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pole. The height of the pole is entered into the DGPS. The DGPS is therefore held by
the operator 2m above the ground to help improve communication with satellites and
mobile phone signals. The DGPS records its location in 3D, receives corrections from
Smartnet to correct its location, and then removes the 2m staff height before
recording and storing its location in a data logger.
The Total Station used was a Leica TS06 plus, Electronic Distance Measuring
(EDM) Total Station.
EDM Total Station combines a Theodolite to record vertical and horizontal angles,
and an Electronic distance measurement device, to enable the acquisition of
3-Dimentional coordinate data. Total stations reflect infra-red laser beams against a
reflective prism. Two different Total Stations were utilised during the Cuckney survey
to provide the different aspect of the survey.
The Leica TS06, requires two operators, one to operate the device and the other
to position the prism pole in the required location for surveying. The stations were
orientated by coordinate or re-sectioning from known coordinates which were taken
from control points provided by the Differential GPS. All points recorded are therefore
accurate to, and recorded in Ordnance Survey Datum (see figure 6).

Figure 6: Using a Total Station and prism pole to record points, showing how device records angles and
distance (infra-red light beam shown in red). © Mercian Archaeological Services 2016.
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5.1.2. Control of survey
‘Control is the accurate framework of carefully measured points within which the
rest of the survey is fitted’ (Ainsworth, et al. 2007). Section 2.1 Control of Survey in
Metric Survey Specifications for English Heritage (Lutton 2003) states that metric
survey ‘must provide reliable and repeatable control capable of generating the
required coordinates within the tolerances stated’ (Lutton 2003).

As well as falling

within the accepted tolerance levels, this technique also fulfils the requirement that the
control must be repeatable.
5.1.3. Topographic survey method
The survey was undertaken using subjective survey techniques. Static points
were recorded by Differential GPS around the site to act as control points and station
locations for the subjective survey using Total Station. The outline of the church
building was then recorded using the Total Station. This provided an up to date and
accurate footprint of the church.

Figure 7: Teaching Total Station

Figure 8: Total Station survey by volunteers of the
south arcade piers inside the church
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Figure 9: Total Station survey by volunteers inside

Figure 10: GPS survey by volunteers outside the

the church

church

Figure 11: GPS survey by volunteers out side the church

Figure 12: Total Station survey by volunteers in the chancel
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Figure 13: GPS survey by volunteers outside the church

Figure 14: GPS survey by volunteers out side the

Figure 15: Total Station survey by volunteers

church

Figure 16: Total Station survey by volunteers

Figure 17: Total Station survey by volunteers

inside the church

inside the church
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Figure 18: Training volunteers in Total Station survey inside the church

5.2.Ground Penetrating Radar Survey

The objective of the project was to search for subterranean vaults presumed to be
located at the east end of St Helen’s Church in the chancel and chapels. The
geophysical technique employed was Ground Penetrating Radar (GPR). The survey
was undertaken in July 2017.
In GPR surveys, electromagnetic waves of frequencies between 50MHz and
1.5GHz are transmitted into the ground or structure. The survey undertaken here
utilised an antennae operating at 450MHz. This energy is reflected back to the
receiver on the device when it encounters significant changes in the structure of the
ground, or more precisely contrasts in dielectric properties.
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5.2.1. Equipment

MALÅ GX 450 HDR, towed in a MALÅ Controller Holder:


Technology MALÅ Semi-Real-Time patent pending



Antenna center freq. 450 MHz



SNR 101 dB



No. of bits > 16 bit



Scans/second > 770, time window 300 ns



Survey speed 275 [km/h] point distance 10 cm



Bandwidth >120%, fractional, -10 dB



Time window 300 ns



Positioning Inbuilt DGPS, external GPS



(NMEA 0183 protocol),



wheel encoder



Operating time 5 h



Power supply Interchangeable 12 V



Li-Ion batt. or ext. 12 V DC source



Power consumption 1.3 A



Acq. mode Wheel, time or manual



Dimensions 430 x 360 x 180 mm



Weight 5.5 kg



Operating temp. - 20° to + 50° C or 0° to 120° F



Environmental IP 65
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5.2.2. Methodology
Survey grids were created with parallel transects spaced at 0.5m intervals. These
grids were located primarily in the chancel and adjoining chapel to the south, with the
aim of searching for the subterranean vaults. The grids were designed to best cover
the available space in these locations in order to survey both north-south and eastwest orientations. The grids were each marked out by the community volunteers using
tape measures and chalk. The corners were numbered in sequence 1A, 1B, 1C, 1D,
2A, 2B, 2C, 2D… and so on, with the ‘A’ representing the bottom left corner of the grid,
the ‘B’ corner representing the top left corner, ‘C’ representing the bottom right corner
and ‘D’ representing the top right. The X axis or baseline of the grid therefore ran from
point A-C, and the Y axis from A-B. The lines from A-C and B-D were marked out at
0.5m intervals to create walking lines at the appropriate separation. The collection
was undertaken in parallel, walking each transect in the same direction from the line
A-C to finish when crossing the line B-D. The antennae was returned to the baseline
A-C at the start of the next transect and walked until crossing the line B-D. The
transects were walked in sequence until each grid was complete. Where possible all
GPR recording was undertaken by community volunteers under supervision from
Mercian staff following introductory training. By labelling the grid corners the direction
of recording of each transect can be ascertained along with the direction of transect
incrementation.
The location of the grid corners were recorded using Total Station. Horizontal
measurement along each transect was recorded using a wheel odometer mounted to
the antenna. The Total Stations were orientated using control points created by a
Leica Differential Geographic Positioning System (DGPS). DGPS is accurate to +/100mm (Crutchley 2010). This level of accuracy for control complies with English
Heritage (now Historic England) requirements for control of archaeological survey
(Lutton 2003). In this way the Geophysical survey was undertaken in accordance with
the ‘Geophysical Survey in Archaeology Field Evaluation’ guidelines produced by
English Heritage, 2008.
Please see the results section for the location of grids.
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Figure 19: Ground Penetrating Radar survey by

Figure 20: Ground Penetrating Radar survey by

volunteers inside the church

volunteers inside the church

Figure 21: Ground Penetrating Radar survey by

Figure 22: Ground Penetrating Radar survey by

volunteers inside the church

volunteers inside the church
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Figure 23: Ground Penetrating Radar survey by volunteers inside the church

Figure 24: Ground Penetrating Radar survey by volunteers inside the church
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Figure 25: Laying out the survey grid for GPR

Figure 26: Laying out the survey grid for GPR

survey inside the church

survey inside the church

Figure 28: Ground Penetrating Radar survey by
volunteers inside the church

Figure 27: Ground Penetrating Radar survey by
volunteers inside the church

Figure 29: Ground Penetrating Radar survey by
volunteers inside the church
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5.3. Data preparation and analysis

5.3.1. GIS

All survey data was processed in QGIS Geographic Information Systems
(GIS) software.

Figure 30: Plan of church derived from survey points viewed being created in QGIS

5.3.2 Ground Penetrating Radar Survey Data Processing.
All GPR data was processed in GPR Slice Version 7.0.
The software enables soil velocity to be set for radargrams, low-pass and high-pass
filtering of data-sets to be applied, and for gain to be applied to allow better readings
at depth.
Traceplots of each transect were created, these are displayed in GPR viewer software.
Traceplots were aligned in grids. Time slices were created for each grid to enable to
data to be viewed at different depths. The time slices were then stacked together to
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allow 3D viewing of the data (see Figures 31 - 34)

Figure 31: Trace Plot of Transect AZ120001, part of Grid AZ12. The data shows ground surface at the
top running from 0 - 8m. The antennae was dragged along the surface from left to right. The vertical axis
is time/ depth into the ground. The white and black lines represent varying reflections from changes in the
ground structure. The image is an example only. Created in GPR Viewer software.

Figure 32: Example Grid Plot in GPR Slice.
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Figure 33: Time slices through grid AZ12, showing anomalies encountered at different depths.

Figure 34: Grid AZ12 as shown in time slices above in figure 33, displayed in 3D using GPR Slice Open
GL Volume Display.
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5.4 Church Alignment Survey

Due to interest expressed by the community during the project, as to the possibility of
the church having been aligned on a particular sunrise, it was decided to use the data
from the topographic survey to determine the orientation of the church.
Using the information gathered as part of the survey an astronomical assessment of
the church’s orientation was undertaken. A discussion of the problems associated
with determining the alignments of churches, and the subsequent methodology
devised to counter those problems is outlined below.

5.4.1. Solar Astronomy
“With the advance in astronomical software it is possible to see the sky as it
would have appeared for any date in antiquity. This is because the heavens are
governed by physical laws so the solar, lunar, planetary and stellar movements can
be predicted retrospectively with a high degree of accuracy” (Henty 2015, p27). Visual
reconstructions can now be produced for any latitude and longitude and any azimuth
in the world (Henty 2015, p27).
The movement of astronomical objects is accurately recorded, and can be
displayed from any location on Earth, with their apparent movements in relation to the
movement of the Earth being tracked. The Earth travels around the Sun yearly, and
spins on its axis daily. From the position of the Earth the Sun appears to move
through the sky in a predicable motion. This is of course caused by the movement of
the Earth and not the other way around. This results in a phenomenon where the Sun
appears to rise towards the east and set towards the west each day.
The Earth is tilted on its axis at an angle of 23.5° with respect to the Ecliptic (the
Ecliptic is the apparent path of the Sun's motion on the celestial sphere as seen from
Earth). As a result, the Sun appears to follow an arc through the sky when observed
from Earth. Due to this tilt of the axis, the Earth’s movement around the Sun over the
course of the year results in the seasonal variations experienced. This results in the
northern hemisphere summer being the time when the northern hemisphere is
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orientated towards the Sun, and the northern hemisphere winter being the time when
the axis is orientated away from the Sun.
As a result of the Earth’s axis tilting towards the Sun in the northern hemisphere
summer and away from it in the winter; the Sun appears to move from north to south
and back again over the course of the year, as well as the apparent movement from
east to west on a daily basis. The Sun reaches its highest altitude (the angle above
the line of the equator) in the northern hemisphere during the summer and the lowest
altitude in the winter.
At the point at which the northern axis of the Earth is pointed towards the Sun, the
Sun rises at its most north-easterly location, and reaches the most northerly point in
the sky overhead (altitude), before setting at its most north-westerly location. This is
the northern hemisphere summer solstice. It is conversely the southern hemisphere
winter solstice. The point at which the northern axis of the Earth is pointed away from
the Sun, the Sun rises at its most south-easterly location, and reaches the most
southerly point in the sky overhead (lowest altitude), before setting at its most
south-westerly location. This is the northern hemisphere winter solstice. It is
conversely the southern hemisphere summer solstice.
At these two times, the Sun’s motion from north to south and vice versa appears
to slow to a standstill. This is where the name Solstice comes from the Latin
‘solstitium’, from sol ‘sun’ + stit- ‘stopped, stationary’
(https://en.oxforddictionaries.com/definition/solstice accessed 15/05/2-17).
Following the summer solstice, the Sun appears to begin progressing southwards
across the sky, progressively rising and setting further to the southeast and southwest
respectively, and following the winter solstice the pattern is reversed with the Sun
appearing to move northward, progressively rising and setting further northeast and
northwest respectively.
When the Earth is either quarter or three quarters of its yearly journey around the
Sun (or half way between the solstices), the Earth’s axis is orientated parallel to the
Sun, and day and night are both 12 hours long. These two dates in March and
September are known as the Vernal (Spring), and Autumnal equinoxes respectively.
Following the equinoxes, the Sun appears to continue its march toward the solstice.
This pattern means that the location of the sunrise for any day of the year can be
predicted on the eastern horizon. In the northern hemisphere, all dates before the
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Vernal equinox (currently March 20th) will see the Sun rise south of east, and all days
after the Vernal equinox up until the summer solstice will see the sunrise to the north
of east. The relative distance each way is dependent on the date. The same is
apparent for sunset, with the Sun setting towards the south of west on dates prior to
Vernal Equinox and to the north of west on dates after.
The pattern is reversed for the following six months with dates before the
Autumnal equinox seeing the sunrise north of east and sunset north of west, and
dates after the Autumnal Equinox seeing the sun rise to south of east and set south of
west.

5.4.2. Problems inherent in analysing the Alignment of Churches
The orientation of medieval churches has been discussed on many occasions (Hoare
2014; Hoare & Sweet 2000; Hinton 2010, Hinton 2006) and historically many aspects
have been suggested including orientation to the east for liturgical reasons, or
reasons of Christian religious belief; that they faced Jerusalem; that they faced the
sunrise on the date of construction; or that they faced the sunrise on the patron saints’
day (Hinton 2010 p2). Hoare and Sweet state in their 2000 paper ‘The orientation of
early medieval churches in England’ that “Christian churches in western Europe, with
notable exceptions, chiefly in Italy, are broadly in alignment with east. It has been
asserted that the many buildings which are not oriented sensu stricto are aligned with
sunrise on the feast day of the saint to whom they were originally dedicated, one of
the solstice days, the day the foundations were prepared or on 1 May. Rodwell,
however, believed that these structures were accommodated within the existing
townscape or landscape” (Hoare & Sweet 2000 p162).
Their study of Early medieval (seventh to early twelfth century) churches in
central and southern England showed that Early Medieval Churches “display an
average alignment which is close to true east (x¯=88°T, n=183). This near
liturgically-correct orientation can only have been achieved by astronomical means.
Sixty-two per cent of the measured buildings lie within the range 80°–100°T; such
relatively minor discrepancies may be due largely to foundation setting-out errors. A
considerable proportion of those churches which deviate significantly from true east
were probably established on sites which were constrained by older structures in
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towns, and perhaps by the natural topography in rural areas” (Hoare and Sweet 2000,
p162).
There are usually many complications and problems associated with determining
the reasons for the orientation of churches including calendar drift, horizon elevation,
problems determining the date of construction of the church, and problems with the
historiography of church dedication (Hinton 2010).
Calendar drift is caused by the Julian Calendar and the difference between the
calendar date and the solar date, which progressively increased over time. This was
corrected by the change to the Gregorian Calendar introduced in the 16th century in
Catholic countries. By 1582 the Julian Calendar had created ten days of drift, and so
in order to fix this problem Pope Gregory declared that the day after the 4th of October
1582 should be the 15th of October 1582, thus correcting the error. This change was
not universally applied across countries, and Britain did not adopt the changes until
the 18th century.
(https://www.nottingham.ac.uk/manuscriptsandspecialcollections/researchguidance/d
atingdocuments/juliangregorian.aspx - accessed 26/08/2017, the webpage provides a
succinct description of the phenomenon and is worthy of viewing)
The following table is taken from the University of Nottingham Manuscripts and
Collections page on their website, it provides the calculations applicable for the
number of days that had to be added to the Julian Calendar dates when different
countries moved at different dates to using the Gregorian Calendar:



“After 5th October 1582 add ten days to the Julian Calendar



After 28th February 1700 add eleven days to the Julian Calendar



After 28th February 1800 add twelve days to the Julian Calendar



After 28th February 1900 add thirteen days to the Julian Calendar”

(https://www.nottingham.ac.uk/manuscriptsandspecialcollections/researchguidance/d
atingdocuments/juliangregorian.aspx -accessed 26/08/2017).
“In Great Britain, the new calendar was adopted in September 1752. In order to deal
with the discrepancy of days, which by now had grown to eleven, it was ordered that
2nd September 1752 would be immediately followed by 14th September 1752. This
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led to crowds of people on the streets demanding, 'Give us back our 11 days!' It also
explains why our financial year begins on 6th April. The official start of the year used
to be Lady Day (25th March), but the loss of eleven days in 1752 pushed this back to
5th April. Another skipped day in 1800 pushed it back again to 6th April”
(https://www.nottingham.ac.uk/manuscriptsandspecialcollections/researchguidance/d
atingdocuments/juliangregorian.aspx -accessed 26/08/2017).
However, to complicate things further, when searching for possible alignments in
a building it is necessary to know when a structure was built. When Britain adopted
the Gregorian Calendar, this effectively put the dates back to where they would have
been if the Julian Calendar had been correct. However, by the date of construction in
the 12th century the calendar had already drifted by seven days. As a result, a building
aligned on the 1st of April in the 12th century will have a seven-day variance with the
date following the correction, and will therefore align with the 8th April in modern times.
Or in reverse a building demonstrating an alignment on the 8th April today would have
had an alignment on the 1st of April in the 12th century. The seven days of drift which
had accumulated by the 12th century is therefore fossilised in the alignment of the
building. This alignment variation is only in relation to the calendar date, and not to
astronomical events themselves. It only affects alignments based on a particular date,
such as sunrise on a particular saint day. It does not affect Solstice or Equinox (due
East/ West) alignments.
“The calendar change has a particular impact when sunrise on a specific date, such
as a saint’s feastday, is considered, as the sun appears at a different place on the
horizon today from where it did on the same calendar date in the year that the church
was set out. During the period between the middle of the tenth century and the middle
of the fourteenth century, when most churches were being built, the error grew from
six days to nine days (Duncan 1999, 41-52). The difference between a specific date in
the twelfth century, a period of much church building, and the same date today, is
approximately seven days – sunrise, according to the calendar date, occurring
effectively seven days earlier then” (Hinton 2010 pp15-16).
As stated previously Stellarium software automatically accounts for the change from
the Julian to Gregorian Calendar in 1582.
(http://aa.usno.navy.mil/data/docs/JulianDate.php accessed 15/05/2017).
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Figure 35: Stellarium software centred on the location of St Helen’s Church, showing the sunrise around
63°.

It is possible that St Helen’s church was orientated on magnetic East. Hoare and
Sweet demonstrate that the magnetic declination (the difference between true north
and magnetic north) increased from 8°E to 28°E between 800AD and 1000AD, and
then slowly decreased to 20°E by 1100AD. However, they also demonstrate in their
examination of the orientation of 181 churches in central and southern England that
the churches in their study were centred on true, rather than magnetic, east. They go
as far as to suggest there is no evidence for the use of magnetic east in their survey
data (Hoare & Sweet 2000).
Another explanation included in Hinton’s findings show that where churches are
built on sloping sites, their chancels are found to be downhill-facing (Hinton 2008).
In relation to church Alignment with the position of sunrise on a particular day,
Hoare and Sweet list the following (which they refer to as) ‘imponderables’:
(1) In only a very few cases can the early medieval dedication of a church in our
survey be verified. Furthermore, certain saints have several feast days, although one
is usually more highly regarded than the others.
(2) Calculation of the sunrise position is only reliable for level sites with an unimpeded
view of the eastern horizon. Intervening land masses, woods and buildings will delay
the (apparent) sunrise, perhaps by as much as 20°. Conversely, the sun will appear
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earlier than is indicated in tables, and thus farther to the north, on hill-top sites with a
low, distant horizon.
(3) Relatively minor differences in the position of sunrise are given by the various
‘proper moment of observation’ strategies: ‘first flash’ (when the upper limb of the sun
just appears above the horizon), exposure of half the sun or ‘whole orb’. (Hoare &
Sweet 2000 p168).
They conclude that: “Despite these considerable uncertainties, a general test of
the sunrise proposals may still be undertaken. The festival dates of saints known to
have been favoured by early medieval dedications are distributed throughout the year;
more significantly, several occur when sunrise is close to the limits of the solar arc.
Thus, we would have recorded a much more widely dispersed set of data if the
measured churches had been aligned with sunrise on the patronal festival day.
Similarly, we may reject the suggestion that sunrise positions at the summer (>21
June) and winter solstice (>21 December) and on 1 May are preserved in the
orientation of the buildings in our survey. We therefore contend that the widespread
and time-honoured support for the various sunrise models is misplaced (although an
occasional building may have been so aligned)” (Hoare & Sweet 2000, p 168).
These points raised by Hoare and Sweet and others have helped to shape the
methodology of this project in order to eliminate many of the problems associated with
understanding potential church orientation.
The methodology used Differential GPS and EDM Total Station to record
terrestrial points onsite. These were tied into Ordnance Survey Grid Reference and
orientated on grid north. This removes any problems inherent in earlier survey
methods used in the past for determining church orientation which often consisted of
the use of holding a liquid-filled magnetic compass against the wall of a church,
(Hoare & Sweet 2000 p164).
The methodology includes the local horizon to allow accurate astronomical
predictions and also includes a number of the phases of sunrise to address points 2
and 3 (see below).
The effects of Calendar drift have been countered through the use of Stellarium
software.
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One hypothesis to be tested is that the church may have been orientated on the
sunrise on St Helen’s Day of August 18th. Although it has been suggested that such
orientations are unlikely, it is important to state that Hoare and Sweet do suggest that
“an occasional building may have been so aligned” (Hoare & Sweet 2000, p 168).
Peter Hoare states that “the arrangement of relatively few structures has been
explained beyond reasonable doubt, and tests of the overwhelmingly popular festival
orientation theory are often insufficiently rigorous to provide convincing answers”
(Hoare 2014, p1712). The aim of the methodology created for this project is to provide
the sufficiently rigorous data collection and testing called for by Hoare to enable a
serious discussion regarding the popular festival orientation theory to which he refers.
Horizon software version 0.12a, “a GIS tool designed for archaeoastronomers
investigating alignments of prehistoric monuments with astronomical phenomena (e.g.
rising and setting of the Sun, Moon and stars)” (http://www.agksmith.net/horizon/
accessed 15/05/2017), was used to accurately calculate the horizon profile for St
Helen’s church using DTM (Digital terrain Model)/ DEM (Digital Elevation Model)
mapping data.
This software created a 3D Horizon using CGIAR-CSI (Consultative Group for
International Agricultural Research - Consortium for Spatial Information) SRTM
(NASA Shuttle Radar Topographic Mission) 90m version 4.1 dataset (Jarvis, A., H.I.
Reuter, A. Nelson, E. Guevara, 2008, Hole-filled SRTM for the globe Version 4,
available from the CGIAR-CSI SRTM 90m Database (http://srtm.csi.cgiar.org).
This data was centred on the Longitude and Latitude co-ordinates for St Helen’s
Church, Latitude 52.747345, Longitude -1.4668082, and the resulting dataset was
exported to Stellarium Software version 0.15.2.
Stellarium software is a free open source computer based Planetarium software
package that shows a 3D simulation of the night sky. Stellarium renders 3D
photo-realistic skies in real time with OpenGL. It displays stars, constellations, planets,
nebulae

and

others

things

like

ground,

landscape,

atmosphere,

etc.

(https://sourceforge.net/projects/stellarium/ accessed 20/07/2017).
Stellarium software automatically accounts for the change from the Julian to
Gregorian Calendar in 1582.
(http://aa.usno.navy.mil/data/docs/JulianDate.php accessed 15/05/2017).
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The solar alignment survey and calculations were undertaken to determine if
there was any evidence of an alignment on St Helen’s Day, or on a particular angle
such as that of Easter. In the case of Easter if this was apparent then it was then to be
tested to see if a possible construction date could be suggested from the findings.

5.5. Archiving and reporting

5.5.1. OASIS
An OASIS entry pertaining to the work has been created. The OASIS identifier for
the project is OASIS ID - merciana2-293805.

5.5.2 Historic Environment Record
A copy of the report has been logged with the Leicestershire Historic
Environment Record (HER).

5.5.3. Public Dissemination on-line
Mercian Archaeological Services CIC also publish free downloadable versions of
this report via our website.

6. Results

6.1. Topographic Survey

The topographic survey mapped the inside of the walls of the churchyard, and
also mapped in detail the outline both internal and external of the walls of the church.
Readings were taken of buttresses, pillars, responds, and as many architectural
details as were possible in the time.
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Figure 36: Survey points recorded in the churchyard and church.

The survey represented the first detailed topographic survey of the church and
has helped to reveal the thickness of walls as well as aiding in phasing the
construction of the church. The data can form the basis for future analysis of the
church structure and phasing.
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Figure 37: Basic phase plan created from accurate topographic survey results. Medieval parts of the
church are shown in blue, and Victorian parts of the church in red. Note the thickness of the tower walls.

6.2. Alignment of church

The results of the topographic survey have enabled the measurement of the
orientation of a central line running through the nave and chancel of the church. This
line can be seen to be at an angle of 63° (see figures 38 and 39). This angle is 29°
north of an Easterly alignment. It is therefore a possibility that the church was
orientated on a specific date.
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Figure 38 : Showing angle of a line drawn down the centre of the of the church through the nave and
chancel.

Figure 39: Angle of church alignment at an azimuth of 63° (degrees).
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Stellarium software demonstrates that the sun rises at an azimuth of 63° on two
dates in 2017, on May 1st / 2nd and in August 11th / 12th.
St Helen’s Day is August 18th. In 2017 sunrise on the that date was at 67°.
The angles of sunrise calculated for Ashby de la Zouch are listed in the following
tables in figures 40 and 41 below. These should be used as a guide only as the are
not as precise as those generated by Stellarium software. The tables are taken from
timeanddate.com website.

Figure 40: Sunrise and sunset angles, and times for dates in April and May 2017 centred on Ashby de la
Zouch. Data from https://www.timeanddate.com - accessed 21/03/2019
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Figure 41: Sunrise and sunset angles, and times for dates in August 2017 centred on Ashby de la Zouch.
Data from https://www.timeanddate.com - accessed 21/03/2019

Calendar drift during the medieval period resulted in a 9-10 day drift by the
fourteenth and fifteenth century.
Due to drift (as explained in the methodolody), a church facing the sunrise on the
1st May in 2017 which was built in the 13th - 14th century, will have been built facing
(deliberately or not) the sunrise around the 22nd April. In the same way a building
which has an orientation which now faces the sunrise on August 11th / 12th will have
faced the sunrise (deliberately or not) around August 1st at the time of its construction.
This rules out a deliberate orientation in the 14th or 15th century on the date of St
Helen’s day on August 18th.
One possible orientation for the church is on the sunrise on the date of Easter.
It is believed that the church was either rebuilt as part of the works of the
Hasting’s family in the period of reconstruction at the castle in 1474. However that
redevelopment in the church may have been in the embellishment of an already
existing nave and chancel as suggested by Pevsner (see above), which he believed
dated to the 14th century.
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Figure 42: Dates for Easter in the 15th century. Table from Medievalgenealogy.org.uk - accessed
21/03/2019.

The webpage Medievalgenealogy.org.uk calculates Easter as falling on April 22nd
in 1470 and 1481 (see figure 42 above). If the orientation is deliberate, and if it were to
do with sunrise, then with the church’s saint day being ruled out, Easter is a likely
option. Out of the two dates for Easter presented in the above table for the 15th
century, the most interesting would be 1470.
If the church was reconstructed in the early 1470s as part of the rebuilding works
at the castle centring on 1470, then it is just possible that the church was rebuilt on an
Easter alignment based on Easter 1470.
If, as suggested by Pevsner, the nave and chancel of the church dates back to
the 14th century, then this of course rules out the above suggestion of 1470.
The Medievalgeneaology website gives the following dates in the 14th century
where Easter falls on or around the 22nd April; 1302, 1375, 1386, and 1397, If April
23rd is also considered this also includes; 1318, and 1329, as possible years of
re-construction for the church nave and chancel.
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A church has existed since at least Domesday, so it is possible that an alignment
for a previous church may have dictated the alignment of the current building, which
would of course make make the 14th century date possibilities obsolete.
It is also possible that the church was built on its current alignment for reasons
other than sunrise alignment on Easter. The slope of the site, which is 2.5m higher to
the north-east than the south-west may have caused the builders to consider building
the church up-slope. Also the orientation of South Street and various surrounding
building plots, and indeed even the orientation of castle (or the fore-runner of the
current extant castle) must all be considered.
The orientation of St Helen’s church is certainly worthy of consideration to due the
angle being so far North of East. The survey was undertaken here following an
expression of interest from the community, and the time required was given for free by
Mercian Archaeological Services CIC as an extra element of research beyond the
scope of the brief for the works.
It is hoped that the investigations have thrown light on some possible construction
dates for the church building which stands today, but it is acknowledged that such
research cannot be conclusive based solely on the angle of construction alone.
Hopefully it has demonstrated that archaeoastronomical survey is an important
method of investigation that can and should form part of any church survey, especially
where the church has an unusual angle of construction so far outside the more normal
east-west orientation.

6.3. Ground Penetrating Radar

The church was surveyed throughout the chancel, nave and Hastings chapel.
The grids were laid out in order to search the chancel and chapel for vaults. The exact
location of the grids and the direction of transects was determined by factors including
fixtures and fittings, and church architecture such as a large alabaster chest tomb in
the chapel. Full coverage of the desired area was not possible, in the chancel and
chapel, and no survey was possible into the vestry. In the nave the size and location
of grids was severely restricted due to the presence of pillars, walls, and furniture
fixed in position. Pews and other furniture were moved where possible to allow survey.
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The layout of the grids can be seen in figures 43 - 45 below.

Figure 43: Location of grids within church, displayed as time slices at depth of 30-50cm. Areas of high
reflection shown in red and yellow.

Figure 44: Location of grids within church, displayed as time slices at depth of 90-112cm. Areas of high
reflection shown in red and yellow.

Figure 45: Location of grids within church, displayed as time slices at depth of 150cm. Areas of high
reflection shown in red and yellow.
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Although not the primary aim of the geophysical survey, Mercian agreed to
undertake a further extensive survey of the nave and aisles of the church. This was
achieved through Mercian match-funding time to allow a larger area to be surveyed
than that originally requested.
The area of the nave was scanned with the hope of finding the remains of the
foundations of any previous church which may have stood on the site. Unfortunately it
was not possible to survey enough of the church due to the logistics mentioned above,
to be able to determine any previous building. Also it was hoped that the survey would
detect burials or tombs under the nave which could relate to burials including some of
those mentioned in the burials register included in figures 3 - 5 above. It is possible
that some of the reflections in the centre of the nave (seen in figures 43 - 45) may
represent burials of important people, however it does appear that reconstruction
work (probably Victorian) and the later insertion of a suspended floor has caused
much damage in this part of the church. These reflections may represent buried
material from the re-constructions, and structures within the church itself rather than
burials. If detecting burials within the nave had been a specified part of the brief then it
may have been possible to use a higher frequency antenna in order to provide more
accurate shallow readings, and to ensure furniture was removed prior to work
commencing in order to allow full coverage of the site. As it was the scanning of the
nave was offered as an extra survey to engage the public and to determine if anything
could be found.

6.3.1. The Vaults

A series of grids were surveyed in the area of the chancel and Hastings chapel.
These were positioned to enable coverage across as large an area as possible. Also
to enable grids to be recorded in one direction and grids to be recorded at right angles
to those grids. If the vaults were “Barrel vaults” it was suspected they would be
detected best when recorded perpendicular to the angle of the barrel vault.
The following images in figures 46 to 80 show the results of the GPR survey in
the chancel and chapel area. The results are discussed at the end of the section.
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Figure 46: Location of grid 16. Transects walked from south-west to north-east A-B. Final transect
finished at corner D.

Figure 47: Location of transects within grid, showing three transects.
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Figure 48: Trace plots of transect AZ160001, AZ160003 and AZ160004 showing reflection caused by the
arch of the vault

Figure 49: Trace plot of transect 16001 showing arch of vault
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Figure 50: Trace plot of transect 16001 showing arch of vault highlighted in blue.

Figure 51: Interpretation plot showing likely orientation of barrel vault.
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Figure 52: Location of grid 15. Transects walked from south-west to north-east A-B. Final transect C-D.

Figure 53: Location of transects within grid, showing two example transects.
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Figure 54: Trace plots of transect AZ150001, AZ150003 showing reflection caused by the arch of the
vault

Figure 55: Trace plot of transect 15001 showing arch of vault
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Figure 56: Trace plot of transect 15001 showing arch of vault highlighted in blue.

Figure 57: Interpretation plot showing likely orientation of barrel vault.
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Figure 58: Location of grid 17. Transects walked from south-west to north-east A-B. Final transect C-D.

Figure 59: Location of transects within grid, showing four example transects.
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Figure 60: Trace plots of transect AZ170001, AZ150006, AZ150009, AZ150010 showing reflection
caused by the arch of the vault
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Figure 61: Trace plot of transect 17001 showing arch of vault

Figure 62: Trace plot of transect 17001 showing arch of vault highlighted in blue.
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Figure 63: Interpretation plot showing likely orientation of barrel vault.

Figure 64: Location of grid 17. Transects walked from south-east to north-west A-B.
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Figure 65: Location of transects within grid, showing two example transects.

Figure 66: Trace plots of transect AZ220001, AZ220003 showing reflection caused by the arch of the
vault
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Figure 67: Trace plot of transect 22001 showing arch of vault

Figure 68: Trace plot of transect 22001 showing arch of vault highlighted in blue.
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Figure 69: Interpretation plot showing likely orientation of barrel vault.

Figure 70: Location of grid 12. Transects walked from north-west to south-east A-B.
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Figure 71: Location of transects within grid, showing five example transects.
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Figure 72: Trace plots of transect AZ120001, AZ120003, AZ120004, AZ120005, and AZ120007.
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Figure 73: Trace plot of transect 12003 showing arch of vault

Figure 74: Trace plot of transect 12003 showing arch of vault highlighted in blue.
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Figure 75: Interpretation plot showing likely orientation of barrel vault.

Figure 76: Location of grid 19. Transects walked from south-west to north-east A-B.
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Figure 77: Location of transects within grid, showing three example transects.
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Figure 78: Trace plots of transect AZ190001, AZ190002, AZ190003.
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Figure 79: Trace plot of transect 19001 showing possible arch of vault

Figure 80: Trace plot of transect 12003 showing possible faint trace of arch of vault highlighted in blue.

The results shown in figures 46 to 80 above clearly show the presence of at least two
vaults. Vault 1 under the chancel orientated in line with the arrows in figure 81, vault 2
under the Hastings chapel orientated perpendicular to vault 1, and a possible vault 3
orientated perpendicular to vault 2 and in line with vault 1. Vault 3 was partially
obscured by the chest tomb on the surface (see figure 81 below).
The vaults are discussed further in the conclusions in section 7.
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Figure 81: Showing the likely location of vaults detected in St Helen’s church by Mercian Archaeological
Services CIC GPR survey in 2017.

6.4. Artefacts recorded during surveys - Finds analysis by David Budge.

Section 6.4 was written by Mercian’s finds expert David Budge.

6.4.1. Structure and Artefacts
During the surveys the fabric of the church was casually examined, resulting in
the identification of several points of interest. Of those relating to artefacts, in the
traditional archaeological sense, are the highly prominent use of tiles on the exterior
of the tower and the much less obvious (but somewhat earlier) use of brick, slate and
pottery to level up (or as galleting) the window sill in the east wall of the Hastings
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Chapel.

6.4.1.1. Tower tiles
The four stage western tower of the church is constructed of coursed ashlar
blocks, and shows clear evidence of three, or possibly four, phases which do not
correspond to the stages. The different phases can be distinguished by the different
sizes and nature of the ashlar blocks used in the construction, and to a minor degree,
the extent of weathering of these blocks. The large size and extensive weathering of
the blocks in the lower part of the tower may indicate that the first phase includes the
remains of the tower of the church that was present before the remodelling of the
building in the late 15th century; the upper phases may simply represent gaps
between seasons of work in the 15th century.
A particularly noticeable feature of the tower is the extensive use of horizontally
set orange/red roof tiles on the exterior (Figure 82). These tiles are stacked in groups
on the faces of the tower, usually close to the joints of the stones and sometimes
filling areas that are the same size and shape as the surrounding ashlar blocks
(Figure 83).

Figure 82: West face of tower of St Helen's, Ashby, looking south-east.
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Figure 83: north face of tower of St Helen's, Ashby, looking south.

The incorporation of tiles into masonry has a long pedigree in post-Roman times.
Regarding Saxon churches it has been noted that “where there was a ready supply of
Roman brick or stone which could be employed to dress openings and quoins - and at
the same time to give them added strength - advantage was taken of this” (Rodwell
1986, 160). Norman churches also incorporated earlier tiles in the masonry; useage
could range from extensive structural employment, such as in the tower of St Alban's
abbey, through to the occasional tile incorporated in herringbone masonry, such in the
Norman parts of St Peter's at Church Laneham and at St Nicholas at Littleborough,
Nottinghamshire (Budge 2010, 19-20). While the re-use of Roman tiles was in some
cases practical it is hard to see how one or two Roman tiles in herringbone masonry
could have served any practical purpose, particularly when the effort to obtain them is
considered, and more often such re-use may have been symbolic. Both the early
church in Saxon times and the Norman aristocracy were new institutions; the re-use
of Roman tiles may have been a symbolic attempt by these institutions to portray
themselves to the English people as legitimate successors of the Roman Empire and
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an attempt to acquire legitimacy and kudos from this link (Eaton, 2000).
Re-use of tile in masonry in later periods is more commonly demonstrable to be
for pragmatic (i.e. structural or decorative) purposes.

6.4.1.1.1. Location
The tiles at Ashby are found on the exterior of the tower (there are none on the
interior faces). There are substantial areas of tiles, all laid horizontally, on the second
and third stages of the north face of the tower (Figure 83) and to a lesser extent on the
west face (Figure 82); in these locations the tiles sometimes appear to have replaced
whole stonework blocks, or the corners of blocks. On the lower stage, particularly in
the earliest (lower) stonework of the tower where the ashlar blocks are biggest, the
tiles are less grouped and rarely appear to have replaced whole ashlar blocks. They
are still set horizontally where possible but mainly occur between the ashlar blocks
(Figure 84). Where the mortar and masonry has weathered away it can be seen that
the tiles have been broken to give them a tapering shape to aid insertion between the
ashlar blocks (Figure 85).

Figure 84: Weathered ashlar and inserted tiles on north side of west face of tower (right) and north west
diagonal buttress (left)
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Figure 85: Relationship of modern tiles to stonework of northern face of north west diagonal buttress on
the west tower at Ashby.

6.4.1.1.2. Tiles
The tiles used in all stages of the tower have the same appearance from ground
level. However, only those accessible from ground level could be examined in detail.
The tiles are evenly and well fired in an oxidising atmosphere to present a consistent
orange red colour. They are flat with a slight, and consistent, deliberate curve (Figure
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85). They are approximately 12mm thick and approximately 26mm long; they were
nibbed roof tiles but it was not possible to determine the form of the nibs. Their fabrics
are devoid of quartz, with the main inclusions being common angular platy ?ironstone
fragments and moderate amounts of white calcareous particles (Figure 86).

Figure 86: fabric of modern tiles in Figure 85 at Ashby.

6.4.1.1.3. Interpretation
There are a number of key points that allow the tiles on the tower to be dated and
interpreted:
1: Manufacture and Technology. The tiles are the product of an industrial process and
have a clay body that was processed and fired in a manner most commonly seen in
late 18th century and later tiles; tiles of this sort are not present amongst the stratified
medieval and post medieval roof tiles from the Church Rooms excavation which were
made from a range of quartz tempered clays sometimes unevenly fired (Figure 87)
and typical of pre-industrial production.
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Figure 87: Fabric of medieval ridge tile excavated from the site of the Church rooms at Ashby; contrast
with Figure 86 and note particularly the common quartz grains in the fabric that are typical of medieval
and later roof tiles made locally from surface clay deposits; the firing of the medieval tile (a reduced fabric
with oxidised margins, typical of a generally reduced firing with final, oxidising, phase) was replaced later
by fully and continuously oxidising kilns in the later post medieval period.

Figure 88: Modern tiles filling a void in the western face of the tower; showing use of thin, ?Welsh slate at
the upper part of the filling where the gap was too small to allow additional tiles to be inserted but where a
wide band of unsupported lime mortar would have been particularly prone to weathering.

2: Form. The tiles are of a thin and evenly curved form that is clearly not related to
Roman tiles and is dissimilar to the medieval and post medieval roof tiles recovered
from the nearby excavations.
3: Stratigraphy. While the modern form and fabric argues for a recent date for the tiles,
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the most critical and unambiguous evidence for dating is the stratigraphic position of
the tiles in the wall. The clustering of tiles near the joints of the masonry is a clue, as is
the presence of tiles mirroring the shape of stone blocks, but where on the west end of
the tower the mortar and masonry has been eroded it is very clear that the tiles have
been carefully shaped (into tapered forms) to allow them to be slotted or forced into
pre-existing gaps in the stonework. The church is built of a sandstone that is
particularly prone to weathering, with the corners of the ashlar blocks particularly
susceptible to weathering but sometimes with the whole faces of blocks eroding away
(eg Figure 85). A similar situation can be seen nearby on the outer face of the tower of
Ashby castle where the corners of some blocks of the originally closely jointed ashlar
have weathered away or in some cases the whole face of blocks have eroded back
(see EH 2012, 15 for picture); should the resulting gaps in the wall face created by this
erosion be filled in with tile the result would be remarkably similar in the pattern and
location of the tiles to that found on the church tower.
4: Slate. As well as the tiles, which have been broken and shaped to fit into the gaps
left by erosion, slate has occasionally also been inserted when the gap was too wide
to just be filled with mortar but too narrow for additional tiles to be squeezed in. This is
a typical method for filling existing gaps and provides further evidence that the tiles
were not original to the construction. The slate itself appears, on edge, to be thin
laminar fragments which are dissimilar to the Swithland slate used elsewhere (see
below) and it is probable that it is Welsh (or other non-local) slate. Such materials
were not common until revolutions in transportation (initially canals but particularly the
railways in the 19th century) meant that the price to quality ratio (Welsh slate can
commonly be split into thinner, therefore lighter, and more regular slates) of such
imported materials outweighed the previous advantages that local slates had;
Swithland slate still had to be transported overland even within Leicestershire and
may thus simply have been more expensive than the imported Welsh slate, never
mind the disadvantages that thicker Swithland slates were less regular and were
heavier (thus a much more substantial, therefore expensive, roof structure and
supporting walls, was required).
In summary it can be stated that the stratigraphic position of the tiles proves they
are a later addition, shaped to fill gaps resulting from the erosion of the original
stonework of the tower along the line of joints and where the face of particularly weak
blocks has weathered away. That this filling in was a relatively modern occurrence is
demonstrated by the type of tiles used; if they were new then they may be of late 18th
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to 20th century date from form and fabric; the presence of so many either indicates
that they were taken wholesale from an existing roof (perhaps implying a lifespan of
50 or more years from the time of manufacture) to be used in the tower or that they
were bought specifically to be used to fill in the gaps. The excavation of a late
medieval, post medieval and modern site immediately adjacent to the church that
yielded significant quantities of ceramic building material of these dates is particularly
useful and examination of the finds has confirmed that the tile fabrics in the tower are
not of medieval or early post medieval date.
The similarity of the tiles over all faces of the tower and the method of application
suggests the tiles were added to the tower in a single episode of activity rather than as
a piecemeal process, but it is not clear when this happened. The most likely candidate
is probably the 1878-80 work by St Aubyn that included the construction of the new
aisles either side of the original (Pevsner and Williamson 1984, 79), although with the
presence of masons and stone for this work it might be questioned why the decayed
stone on the face of the tower was not simply removed and new facing added;
perhaps for reasons of cost? Alternatively the purchase of a quantity of roof tiles of
approximately the correct period would be a cost effective way of conducting remedial
work to weatherproof the tower. It is possible that the not inconsiderable expenditure
required (a large quantity of probably new tiles, scaffolding, workmen, mortar, etc)
might be anticipated to be found in church records of this period, and such an entry
may help to date this work.

6.4.1.2. East Chapel
While the tiles on the tower were used to fill gaps and aid weather resistance in
much the same way that surface renders may be used, the slightly earlier use of
pottery, slate and brick fragments under the sill of the east window of the Hastings
chapel appear to have been used entirely as filling or galleting that could indicate a
rebuilding and re-levelling of the windows of the chapel, but perhaps more likely are a
product of more ad-hoc remedial work, filling in damaged areas of the masonry
caused by exposure to the elements.
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6.4.1.2.1. Location
The area of interest is under the exterior sill of the east window of the east chapel
(Figures 89 and 90). Here the horizontal joint of the sill under the window with the
moulding below is filled with, to the north where thinnest, a number of fragments of
Swithland slate (Figure 91), then a number of sherds of a large blackware flared bowl
or possible cylindrical jar with internal glaze as the joint widens (Figure 92) then, in a
large gap near the south jamb of the window, by blackware sherds and fragments of
brick (Figure 93). All are set in a creamy white lime mortar.

Figure 89: sill of east window of south (Hastings) chapel of Ashby church, looking south west. Note brick,
pot and slate used to fill gaps in masonry.
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Figure 90: Same sill as 89 but looking north from the west side of window, showing brick and pot filling
gaps in masonry with Swithland slate filling the narrower gaps beyond (further north).
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Figure 91: Close up photograph of Swithland slate in Figures 89 and 90; numerical scale in cm, scale
divisions in mm.

Figure 92: Close up photograph of Blackware pottery sherds from Figures 89 and 90; numerical scale in
cm, scale divisions in mm.
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Figure 93: Close up photograph of Blackware pottery sherds and brick fragments from the larger eroded
hole in Figures 89 and 90; numerical scale in cm, scale divisions in mm.

6.4.1.2.2. The pottery (and slate)
The pottery is (coarse) blackware with a pale fabric and an internal lead glaze.
The fabric has prominent sub angular white clay pellets with an external (where not
glazed) surface that tends to appear a darker yellow than the fabric. The edges of the
visible sherds suggest, by the close similarity of fabric and thickness, that all the
sherds used in this window come from one or perhaps a maximum of two vessels
(removal of the sherds and refitting would be necessary to be certain). Blackware is a
type of pottery that, regionally, occurs from around the middle of the 17th century, with
the nearby village of Ticknall in South Derbyshire being a major producer of this ware.
The main coarseware forms were flared bowls, known locally as pancheons, and
cylindrical jars, traditionally known as butter pots, that were used to export butter from
the region, via Uttoxeter, to London and beyond, but which are also common finds on
consumer sites locally (and may represent extensive consumption of local butter, or
that the pots had uses other than that implied by the traditional name). The fabrics of
coarse blackware vessels, even within Ticknall, vary tremendously and are usually
based on a mixture of an iron rich and an iron poor clay; the proportions of the mix
vary depending on the properties (such as plasticity, level of shrinkage, etc.) desired
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by the potter which will vary depending on the type and size of pot that was intended
to be thrown.
On excavated South Derbyshire sites the light firing blackware fabrics seen at
Ashby are not common until at least the early 18th century (a few light firing blackware
vessels were found associated with an early 18th century Ticknall industry kiln at
Heath End, just inside Ashby parish (Budge in prep a)) but the particular fabric of the
Ashby south chapel sherds (with common to abundant sub angular white clay pellets
and yellower surfaces where unglazed) is particularly common on consumer sites
from the late 18th century onwards; it occurs for example at Hilton (Derbyshire) in late
18th century to early 19th century deposits where it also features typologically late
18th - 20th century pancheon rim forms (Budge in prep b). As this fabric is not
common amongst the production waste seen to date by the writer from Ticknall itself
and as Ticknall was losing its market dominance from the early 18th century onwards
(Spavold and Brown 2005), it is possible that this fabric may have been made by one
of the many local potteries that sprung up to supply the needs of local populations in
the late 18th century and later; the blackware vessels at Ashby may thus have been
manufactured by a local pottery on the south Derbyshire / north Leicestershire border
rather than being a product of the diminishing Ticknall industry at this time.
Swithland slate was a local building material, of “mildly metamorphosed silty
mudstones and siltstones ... the less silty horizons were selected for thick, size
graded roofing material” (EH 2012, 10-11). It was used from Roman times as a roofing
material and is found as roof slates throughout the medieval and post medieval
periods at sites such as the Ashby Church Rooms excavations and in excavations just
over the border in Ticknall, in south Derbyshire. It was replaced by thinner, more even,
and cheaper Welsh slates with the establishment of large scale nationwide transport
links (i.e. the railways) in the 19th century.

6.4.1.2.3. Interpretation
The external moulding below the sill of the east window of the south (Hastings)
chapel at Ashby displays evidence of severe weathering. The stones under the
northern part of the window retain their original moulding, but particularly under the
southern two lights of the window the moulding has been weathered into to a smooth
concavity and all traces of the original form have been eroded away (Figure 89). This
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erosion is almost certainly a product of water run-off, having the elements expected of
erosion caused by flowing water from above. It is possible that the northern parts of
the window and wall have been sheltered from prevailing winds driving diagonal rain
into the window and face of the wall by the chancel.
The use of, from north to south, of Swithland slate, sherds of Blackware pottery,
and brick fragments and pottery, appears to reflect the increasing width of the gap of
the same horizontal joint that needed to be filled. It is hard to see the increasing width
of the gap in this joint from north to south in isolation from the increasing degree of
weathering from north to south on the window; it could perhaps be that the masons,
who otherwise achieved a consistently high degree of accuracy and a consistent
thinness of jointing between ashlar blocks, were suddenly overcome by a bout of
laziness and shoddiness that resulted in just this one joint under a key window sill
becoming wider and wider and more out of true from north to south, but this seems
entirely implausible and it is much more likely that the widening of the joint is down to
the weathering processes that were in effect in the centuries following construction of
the chapel noted above.
As such, it seems that the filling in or galleting of these joints with Swithland slate,
(probably obtained from no longer required slates from the roof of the church,
demolished buildings in the castle or other local buildings), along with a broken pot or
two, that were probably in contemporary use, along with a few possibly salvaged
chunks of broken brick, represent the same form of remedial work that is also
represented by the later use of tiles in the tower. However, on the east window of the
south chapel the use of materials suggests a more ad-hoc use of locally available
materials, sized to fit the requisite gaps in the stonework, than the apparently more
uniform works involving purchased tiles and Welsh slate on the outer faces of the
tower.
It is entirely plausible that the filling of eroded gaps in the stonework of the sill of
the east window of the south chapel is of late 18th or 19th century date and that this
work pre-dates the remedial works to the tower. It is also notable that weathering to
the edges of ashlar blocks, as seen on the external faces of the tower, can also be
seen on the wall below the Hastings chapel window, however in this location they
have been filled with lime mortar (Figure 89) rather than tile as on the tower. It seems
that, where considered likely to be directly exposed to the elements, as on the window
sill and tower faces, durable materials (pottery, brick, slate) were used as galleting
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and inserted into the joints to increase the resistance of the mortar to weathering.
Where the stonework was protected from direct attack by the elements (e.g. the wall
below the moulding designed to throw off water running down the Hastings chapel
east window (Figure 89)), the gaps at the edges and faces of the ashlar blocks
caused by long term weathering were simply filled with lime mortar: directly exposed
to the elements this would soon erode but when protected this should last (as it
appears to have done) for centuries.

6.4.2. Conclusion
The sandstone used to construct the church of St Helen's in Ashby is soft and
very easily worked into regular blocks, promoting the extensive use of ashlar rather
than coursed rubble or other building techniques throughout both the church and
nearby castle. However, the sandstone used in the church and castle is very friable
and, on exposure to the elements, weathers readily. If exposed to the elements,
ashlar blocks may lose their corners or, depending on bedding and other factors,
individual blocks may readily lose their entire surface.
This has happened over time on the castle and church. Remedial work has
clearly taken place to the external fabric of the church, with the datable elements
detected in this survey indicating a predominant late 18th or 19th century date,
perhaps initially on an ad-hoc basis; the weathered edges of blocks that were
protected from direct weathering by the elements can be seen to have been filled in
with lime mortar (though without pottery sherds, brick or slate, these repairs cannot be
dated and it is not at all improbable that detailed study of the church may indicate
such repairs dating back to the medieval period), while similarly weathered joints that
were directly exposed to the elements were renewed and afforded durability by the
incorporation of sherds of pottery, brick fragments and Swithland slate.
A later campaign of restoration saw the filling of the eroded joints and of blocks
that had lost their faces on the tower; this appears to have been part of a large scale
and unified programme at least in terms of the building materials utilised and their
dates (modern tiles and Welsh slate - the tiles all of the same type). This restoration
produced the present appearance of the exterior of the tower, with ceramic tiles set
against ashlar blocks. and it is most likely that it was carried out during late 19th
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century works to the church by St Aubyn. If it was not, the uniformity of the tiles at
least indicate that the work was a concerted effort to fill in weathered stone and
reduce future weathering (via the durable tile galleting) on the tower and is likely to
appear in church expenditure accounts of the 19th or early 20th century, should such
exist.

7. Conclusions

The GPR survey has achieved its objective of finding the vaults beneath the
chancel and Hastings chapel. The results suggest that at least two vaults are present
in this area, with a possible third located to the south as shown in figure 81 above and
again for ease in figure 95 below. The reflections present are very similar to those
detected in a GPR survey at the charterhouse of Bourgfontaine in France (Saintenoy,
Rejiba, Léger, Bonde, & Maines, 2014, pp. 83-86). A trace plot from across the vault
in Bourgfontaine is shown in figure 94.

Figure 94: Radargram trace plot across the North vault of the charterhouse of Bourgfontaine in France
reproduced from Saintenoy, Rejiba, Léger, Bonde, & Maines, 2014, pp. 83-86, (figure 5).

Vault 1 beneath the chancel is a vault with a curved roof orientated roughly
north-west to south-east. It is possible to speculate a construction date for the chancel
vault to between 1661 and 1691. Prior to 1691 burials in the chancel, where listed, are
referred to simply as “interred in chancel of the church”. These include Arthur
Hildersman in 1631 and Ithiel Smart in 1661 (see figure 3). However, in 1691 Lady
Alice Hastings was “buried in the new vault under the chancel” as was Lady Mary
Hastings in 1692 (see figure 4).
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Vault ‘2’ lies under the Hastings chapel. It is orientated north-east to south-west.
No dating is known from the survey however documentary evidence shows that burial
in a vault occurred prior to the construction of vault 1 as described above. It is
possible that if the vault beneath the chancel was not constructed until the period
1661 - 1691 that a reference to the Right Honourable Earl of Huntington who was
buried in the “vault of the crypt” in 1611 (see figure 3) may refer to interment in this
vault. If this is the case then vault ‘2’ may possibly represent the earliest crypt.
The GPR results could suggest a further vault ‘3’ on figure 95, but the presence of
a chest-tomb in this area prevented a full survey. In 1723 Frances Countess of
Huntington was interred in the vault ‘under the monument’ (see figure 4). It could be
that this refers to the possible vault ‘3’ suggested by the survey.
Unfortunately it was not possible to search in the area of the vestry to the north
where it is possible further vaults are present. We know from records (see figure 4)
that John Lord-Vicar was interred in the vestry in 1711. We do not know if he was
interred in a vault, but it could be a reference to this. It has not been possible to
determine if vaults are present in this location as part of this survey.

Figure 95: Showing the likely location of vaults detected in St Helen’s church by Mercian Archaeological
Services CIC GPR survey in 2017. The light blue arrows suggest possible access points.
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Figure 96: Photograph kind permission of Ashby Museum

The curve of the barrel vault detected in the survey matched the shape of the
vault depicted in the photograph in figure 96 above.
It is possible that the vaults are linked together in a groin vault as depicted in the
image in figure 97. This would explain why the curve of the vault arch is hard to detect
in the area where the vaults are likely to join, as the curve of the arch disappears
towards the top of the Groin vault. If this is the case then the most likely entrance to
the vault is from the medieval south aisle (light blue arrow marked in figure 95) in vault
‘2’, which as suggested above could be the earliest of the vaults. It is also possible
there could be an entrance from the north end via the Vestry, however without being
able to check for further vaults in this area, this could not be ascertained. Access via
the medieval south aisle would provide the logical access to the 2/3 vaults detected in
this survey.

Figure 97: Image showing Barrel vault (top left) and Groin vault (top right) . Picture from
https://www.britannica.com/technology/groin-vault - accessed 21/03/2019. © 2006 Marriam-Webster Inc.
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8. Future Work

In order to determine whether the presumed vaults detected in this survey are
present would likely require some form of invasive work. This would require a robust
scheme of works and is beyond the scope of this project. Further GPR survey would
be very useful in the area of the vestry if this area ever became available for survey, in
order to determine if there are further vaults in this area.

9. Disclaimer

©Mercian Archaeological Services CIC 2019.
Mercian Archaeological Services CIC and the individual authors retain
copyright on all reports and documentation produced as part of the project under
the Copyright, Designs and Patents Act 1988 with all rights reserved. However,
they will provide license for the client to use the documents and reports for
matters related to the project.
License is also granted for the document to be included in the County
Historic Environment Record, where it will be publicly accessible.
Mercian Archaeological Services CIC must always be credited when
references or images are used and permission to reproduce this document in
whole or part can be sought from the authors.
Mercian Archaeological Services CIC is a limited company registered in
England and Wales. Company Registration No. 08347842.
Geophysical techniques are not a map of the ground and are instead a direct
measurement of subsurface properties. Detecting and mapping features requires
that said features have properties that can be measured by the chosen
technique(s) and that these properties have sufficient contrast with the
background to be identifiable. The interpretation of any identified anomalies is
always subjective. While the scrutiny of the results is undertaken by qualified,
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experienced individuals and rigorously checked for quality and consistency it is
often not possible to classify all anomaly sources; while there will be degrees of
certainty for others. Where possible an anomaly source will be identified along
with the certainty of the interpretation. The only way to improve the interpretation
of results is through a process of comparing excavated results with the
geophysical reports.
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